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 The title of Disney Epic Mickey . This game was released in Japan on April 5th, 2008 and is a Disney Side-Scrolling Platformer Platform game. This game is a sequel to Disney Epic Mickey. This title has a 4/5. Get the information you need to make the most of your Disney experience. The new Epic Mickey 2 game is the perfect companion for kids who love Disney and all things Mickey Mouse. In
Disney Epic Mickey 2, you play as a new character, Fix-it Felix. Make a difference and save the day while playing through the unique worlds of Wasteland and Underland. Epic Mickey 2: The Power of Two features the second chapter in the Epic Mickey series and has an MSRP of $39.99. Learn more about the game below. A unique action-adventure experience with Disney-inspired characters and
worlds Epic Mickey: Power of Two - Original Game & Soundtrack - Epic Mickey 2 - Mickey Mouse Series Epic Mickey 2 - Disney-Inspired Story with Mickey Mouse Play as a new character, Fix-it Felix, who must put his own unique spin on the iconic world of Wasteland to save the day. Each world offers a new, adventurous experience for you to discover. You’ll find the new story is filled with

characters from the Disney universe, and the world’s of Wasteland and Underland come alive in interactive, collectible areas full of surprises. Mickey, Minnie, the Disney Characters, Oswald the Lucky Rabbit, a host of new characters, and even pirates all appear in this unique and challenging game. Epic Mickey 2: The Power of Two features Mickey Mouse, Minnie Mouse, Donald Duck, Goofy, and
Daisy Duck characters from the Disney universe. You’ll find yourself in unique, thrilling adventures, filled with Disney characters and worlds. Each world features a completely unique story-driven gameplay experience, providing a fresh, original adventure. Mickey and Minnie’s worlds are reminiscent of their classic cartoon comedy, with a twist. All new Character Morphing System Features the new

Character Morphing System, allowing you to change Mickey and Minnie’s appearance to enhance gameplay. Mickey and Minnie can morph to their classic poses as well as new and unique poses! For the first time in a Disney game, Mickey and Minnie can sit and have fun and talk to each other. Key Features Find a new game 82157476af
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